“Using the New OptixPLOT 20/20: An Overview and an Example in Action”
By Frank R. Scatoni

It’s no secret that I’ve been using OptixEQ since it’s inception, so I’ve seen firsthand many of the
innovations and changes the platform has undergone over the last few years. The newest innovation,
however, might be my favorite because it has really helped streamline the platform, allowing for an all-inone view of many of the most popular OptixEQ features while also showing the Standard and the
Surface/Distance Plots side-by-side with the launch of the new OptixPLOT 20/20.
Let’s take a look at a screenshot of OptixPLOT 20/20, and then we’ll take a closer look at some
of the improved features.

OptixPLOT 20/20

As you can see with this new layout, all of the basic features of the original OptixPLOT are available,
but there is now a side-by-side view of the Standard and Surface/Distance Plots so you can see how
similar (or different) they are. Also note that there is adaptable functionality depending on your device
(mobile, tablet, laptop, etc.), so the layout will change to fit the size of your screen.
In this example, with a “Green” PlotFit, you’ll see that there isn’t much movement in terms of
how the horses line up, giving you a very accurate sense of the anticipated pace, flow, and shape of the
race.
Just to remind you: the Standard Plot uses a horse’s last few recent races in order to determine
his/her Plot position relative to the rest of the field. The Surface/Distance Plot, as the name implies,
shows where the horse stacks up by using his/her races at today’s surface and distance (in this case, 6furlongs on dirt). I find that when the two Plots line up pretty closely, OptixPLOT 20/20 is at its most
powerful because it really gives you an accurate assessment of the shape of the race—and that will allow
you to easily eliminate horses from contention while homing in on those contenders who sit in favorable
positions on both Plots.
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Also, remember that circles and squares represent a horse’s finishing ability (or “late pace”). The
bigger the square, the stronger a horse’s finishing ability as compared to the other horses in the race. The
bigger the circle, the weaker a horse’s finishing ability is. So any time you see a big square that is
forwardly placed in Quadrant 1 (on or near the lead), you really want to pay attention. Similarly, if you
see a big circle in Quadrant 4 (off-the-pace), you should know that those horses very rarely win. (You can
learn more about OptixEQ basics by viewing the many tutorials on the “Library” and “Blog” pages at
www.OptixEQ.com.)
So let’s look at Race 3 from 9/8/19 at Gulfstream Park: a $6,250 claimer contested at 6-furlongs
on the main track. You can see this information—along with the PlotFit, Contention Rating, and
SpeedRate—all in the header above the Plot.

The PlotFit is “Green,” which means it’s a reliable Plot where the horses line up in similar positions on
both the Standard and the Surface/Distance Plots (i.e., there are no first-time starters, European imports,
or long layoff horses and the pace scenario is very similar on both Plots).
The Contention Rating is a “flame,” which means there are a few horses who will be contending
the pace. (A “sun” would indicate a slightly contentious pace, while a “snowflake” would indicate a noncontentious pace where one early speed horse might have an advantage.)
The SpeedRate is “050,” which means there should be an honest pace (on a scale of 0 to 100)
with a few horses who plot above the “par line” for a race of this level.

Underneath the header, you’ll see the OptixRPM, which will showcase each horse’s preferred running
style along with the OptixFIG range it should take to win this race. Note that the OptixRPM is colorcoded, so if a horse’s program number is “green”, then you know he/she plots well according to his/her
preferred run style. “Red” is negative, while “black” is neutral.
As for the actual race shape, you will see below that #5 NORTHERN and #6 BE A HERO should
both show early speed to the first call with #5 NORTHERN gaining some slight separation by the second
call. Both #2 KAREN’S COVE and #4 PHISH FAN should enjoy good stalking positions behind the two
frontrunners, while #1 ONE FINE RIDE and #3 COLORMEPOMPOM will track patiently from the back
of the pack.
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The pace scenario plays out very closely on both Plots, allowing for a reliable interpretation of the race
shape. Once you have an idea of how the race will unfold, you can dig a little deeper to see who the
strongest contenders are.
One thing to note in this example: #2 KAREN’S COVE and #4 PHISH FAN kind of swap
positions when going from Standard to Surface/Distance, and #2 KAREN’S COVE goes from a circle
on the Standard Plot to a square on the Surface/Distance Plot. Of course, each race is situational, and
you have to decide how to interpret this information, but I’ve always leaned a little more on the
Surface/Distance Plot in situations like these because there is often a good reason why a horse might go
from a circle on Standard to a square on Surface/Distance—in this case, it’s because #2 KAREN’S
COVE has been running against tougher company, and if you look at the “Past 3 Runlines”—which
we’ll go into in more detail later—you’ll see that in his last race, he dueled and weakened against tougher
$10K claimers while racing on turf and against the flow (i.e., he was part of a very hot pace).
That’s all just a long way of saying that you do need to use some flexibility when interpreting the
Plots, but any time you have a “Green” PlotFit where there is very little positional change between
runners, you have an excellent starting point to dig deeper into the race—and that’s where the Past 3
Runlines and the V-Bars can help.
Past 3 Runlines
Note that there is a button in the header section to one-click launch OptixGRID for full past-performance
information, but one of the coolest features of the new OptixPLOT 20/20 is having each horse’s “Past 3
Runlines”, along with key information that includes OptixNOTES (for subscribers) and letter-grades,
along with OptixFIGS, so you can quickly assess a horse’s form heading into this race.
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As you can see, looking from left to right, the Past 3 Runlines chart lists:
• PN: Program Number
• Horse: Horse’s Name
• ML: Morning-Line
• DSL: Days Since Last Start
• Surf: Surface
• Dist: Distance
• Prior RaceKeys: the track, date, and race number of previous races
• Prior RaceClass: class level of that previous race
• oNg: OptixNOTES Grade earned in that previous race
• oFIG: OptixFIG earned in that previous race
• Fin: Finish of the previous race
• optixNOTES: keywords from that previous race
• OptixALERTS: notifications of certain form-cycle information
Most of these fields are pretty self-explanatory, since you can find them in the OptixGRID as well, but
one new category is OptixALERTS. This field will highlight any interesting form-cycle information for
a particular horse. For example:
#5 NORTHERN says “2[.TG30.NT.]”: that lets you know that there are two form-cycle alerts for
this horse, and if you hover over that designation, you will see what those alerts are.

So #5 NORTHERN has an “IMPROVED TRIPGRADE over the last 30 DAYS” and a “Last Race
HIGHEST OptixFIG in last 12 months”. By using these alerts, you can quickly see which horses might
be at a key point in their form cycle.
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Of course, you can also assess a horse’s ability by looking at the OptixNOTES grades, the
keywords, and the OptixFIGS. If a horse has run an OptixFIG that fits within this race’s projected
winning range, it will be highlighted, as such:

The same goes for first-place finishes, which are also highlighted in the Past 3 Runlines chart, as such:

By using the Past 3 Runlines chart, you can easily assess which horses are at key points in their form
cycle, as well as seeing which runners fit from a speed-figure and class perspective.
Earlier, we mentioned #2 KAREN’S COVE had a reason for being a circle on the Standard Plot.
If you look at his entry, you’ll see that he was dueling against the flow while facing $10K claimers going
5-furlongs on turf last time, so the fact that he’s getting back on dirt, dropping in class, and is a square on
the Surface/Distance Plot should be considered in your assessment of the race.

As you familiarize yourself with the new OptixPLOT 20/20, you’ll see just how easy it is to assess a
horse’s form by using the Past 3 Runlines chart and seeing where the horse stacks up on both
OptixPLOTS.
Once you have an idea of the race shape and the horses’ form cycles, you can delve even deeper
by using the sliding V-Bars at the top of the platform.
V-Bars
In addition to the new Past 3 Runlines feature, OptixPLOT 20/20 has improved the V-Bars, offering up
some new categories with easily sortable features. Here is what the new V-Bar looks like:

If you click on the arrowed field, you will see a drop-down menu that shows the various categories that
can populate the V-Bar. Also, you can “show” or “hide” categories with the “s” and “h” buttons,
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respectively. This is a useful feature if you are looking to eliminate horses or to narrow down your
selections.

All of the categories have useful information, but I find the “QuadPct” to be particularly powerful.

The QuadPct category is a great complement to the OptixPLOT 20/20 because it gives you a strong idea
of where the winners have been coming from based on past races from that track. In other words, you can
see which horses are sitting in favorable positions on each Plot.
For instance, #4 PHISH FAN seems to have the most favorable OptixPLOT position with
positive results in all of the QuadPct categories. If you look at OptixPLOT 20/20, you’ll see that he’s a
small square (on both Plots) who should get a perfect stalking trip behind the speed horses. Although he
moves from Quadrant 1 to Quadrant 2 when looking from the Standard to the Surface/Distance Plots,
you’ll see that his position is still favorable no matter which Plot you’re viewing. The sub-categories here
are pretty self-explanatory, showing the QuadPct data for win, exacta, and in-the-money finishes for both
the Standard and Surface/Distance Plots.
To me, it’s so important to see which horses fit the winning profile of how a track was playing,
particularly if you are unfamiliar with a circuit.
Using OptixPLOT 20/20 at Del Mar 2019
Speaking of “how a track was playing,” I thought it might be interesting to briefly walk you through a
profitable race for me from Del Mar this summer.
One of the great things about OptixNOTES is that there is often good bias information listed for
specific runners: you might see that a horse either raced against a track bias (inside or outside) or was up
against it from a flow perspective (i.e., too close to a fast pace or had no pace to close into, etc.).
During Del Mar, I noticed that on most days, there was a pronounced outside bias in sprint races
on the main track. Now, I did have the advantage of being there every day and watching every race, but
because I had noticed this trend, I knew I could really capitalize on it by using OptixEQ. After a few
weeks at Del Mar, I started to look at all sprint races, starting from the outside in. This approach really
paid off on August 29, 2019.
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Let’s look at Race 3, a 6-furlong dirt sprint for $12.5K claimers. As mentioned, I started my
handicapping from the outside in because I wanted to find horses outside whom I thought had a chance to
win the race.

Note: we are using the “Results” version of OptixPLOT 20/20, so you can see exactly what happened—
yet another great feature that allows you to go back and look at all of the results (from every OptixEQ
track available) in order to see where the winner came from and how the race was won.
We’ll go through the whole field, but first let’s look at the key information in the header:
The PlotFit was “yellow”, which meant that the race shape was fairly interpretable, but #2
EXCAVATION—a route horse cutting back—fell off the Standard/Distance Plot because he hadn’t
sprinted in a very long time. I was okay with this, as you’ll see why when we get to the horse-by-horse
analysis.
The Contention was a “snowflake” and the SpeedRate was “0”, so we weren’t looking at a
contentious or fast pace, but I wasn’t too worried about that because I didn’t like the two “EP” horses (#2
EXCAVATION, a router cutting back who was listed as a poor “red” fit in the OptixRPM”, and #4
PAPA TURF, who had just run third twice before at a lower level, including a race where he was alone on
the lead, same as he projected today). Plus, as I mentioned, you wanted to be outside, and the stalk-andpounce trip was very good in sprint races most of the Del Mar meet.
So, let’s look at the field (with the final odds in parentheses) the way I handicapped the race:
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#7 PURIANO (5.30/1): a solid square on both Plots and drawn outside; a poor “C” grade in his
last race, but note the keywords: “Rush Duel Saved FTQ”. As mentioned, the inside was not where you
wanted to be, so I could easily dismiss that performance against much tougher animals. Before that poor
race, he ran a “winning” OptixFIG for this race against protected starter foes. I saw nothing wrong with
Puriano and immediately pegged him as a strong contender given his Plot position and his outside post.
#6 RICK’S DREAM (4.90/1): like Puriano, he was a solid square on both Plots and drawn
favorably. His last two speed figures were on the slow side, but I liked that he earned a “B-” two back
against $20K foes and a “B+” against $16K foes before that. I excused his most recent “C” race, since it
came against tougher allowance types. I was a little worried about his downward progression on
OptixFIGS, but if you look at the “Class Competition” V-Bar, you’ll see that he was running against
better runners, so I was accepting of his recent form—again, especially since he was drawn outside.

#5 JOE JACKSON (8.00/1): he was definitely getting some class-relief, so that had to be
considered, but his position on both Plots was just no good, especially that big circle on
Surface/Distance. He was going to get a good stalking trip, just like the two outside horses, but they
looked so much better on the Plot with those big squares. The fact that he was a big circle was enough for
me to toss.
#4 PAPA TURF (3.30/1): he was going to be in front, but he was a big circle on both Plots, and
he had just finished third twice before at the lower $8K level, including two back where he was all alone
on the lead: why would today’s result against tougher be any different? With three class-droppers drawn
to his outside, I had no use for this one, especially since it was very likely he would clear early and angle
over to the dead rail. Plus, he was too short of a price.
#3 MO DINERO (28.40/1): he was a small circle and a small square in Quadrant 4 on the
Standard and Surface/Distance Plots, respectively. Those types rarely win. I could see him chasing off
the pace while racing toward the dead inside and not having enough to challenge the big boxes drawn to
his outside. Toss.
#2 EXCAVATION (3.70/1): he was a little tricky to size up because he had been running around
two turns, including a “Perfect” trip win at the lower $8K level two back. After that $8K victory, he tried
this level and couldn’t replicate that form against better animals, despite having the race flow in his favor.
What I really didn’t like about him, however, was the fact that he was a poor “red” fit on the OptixRPM.
He was an Early/Presser type who was flagged red because of where he sat on the Standard Plot—far
low in Quadrant 3, looking like a horse who was going to chase a faster pace than he was used to, coming
out of those route races. Plus, he was going to be on the worst part of the track, making him a play-against
at short odds.
#1 BEST TWO MINUTES (2.50/1): he was 3/1 on the morning-line, and right away, I just
knew I wanted to beat him, simply because he was going to get the worst of it down on the inside, which
was dead all meet. Yes, he looked very good on both OptixPLOTS, but he didn’t look much better than
#6 RICK’S DREAM or #7 PURIANO, both of whom were going to be on the best part of the track. I also
didn’t like that his OptixFIGS were trending downward off a big race three back, where he got a
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favorable race flow. I understood that he might be good enough to beat me based on the class drop, but
given the negatives, and the fact that he was the favorite, I wanted to beat.
So what did I do in this race?
My plan was to see if any of the outside horses were good enough to win—and it turned out to be
a perfect storm because the two favorites were stuck inside (with other negatives) while two very logical
runners with great positions on the OptixPLOTS were drawn in the #6- and #7-holes. In the end, I
decided that I liked #7 PURIANO a little better than #6 RICK’S DREAM, and since he was a slightly
better price, I bet #7 PURIANO to win/place, and I boxed those two in an exacta.
The race ran exactly to OptixEQ form: #4 PAPA TURF set the pace and eventually wilted, as #5
JOE JACKSON tired as well from a stalking position right off the frontrunner; #6 RICK’S DREAM was
given a good aggressive ride by Eswan Flores to stalk those two and inherit the lead as they weakened. #7
PURIANO tracked in fourth, while off the pace, #2 EXCAVATION chased a faster pace than he was
used to with #1 BEST TWO MINUTES at the rail and #3 MO DINERO between them but all three were
too far back.
As #4 PAPA TURF and #5 JOE JACKSON (both big circles) started to tire into the lane, it was
just a two-horse race between #6 RICK’S DREAM and #7 PURIANO, since the others were far back by
that point. I was urging Joe Talamo to get #7 PURIANO up, but he couldn’t get to #6 RICK’S DREAM,
who was ridden to perfection by Flores. The cut-back router, #2 EXCAVATION, ran on late for a nonthreatening third, while the favorite, #1 BEST TWO MINUTES, never had a chance stuck down on the
dead rail (though he did try all the way to the wire despite running in quicksand the whole race).
Unfortunately, I didn’t cash the win ticket, but #7 PURIANO paid a generous $7.00 to place, and
the 6/7 exacta returned $25.90 for $1.
I don’t use this example as a way of redboarding, but rather to illustrate how OptixPLOT 20/20
can really help you isolate strong plays. It was a three-horse race according to the OptixPLOTS, yet one
of those horses was the favorite who was going to be on the worst part of the track. Any time you can find
a good reason to take on the favorite, you’re getting the best of it—in this case, it just worked out that the
other two horses had many favorable OptixPLOT 20/20 attributes, and they were going to be on the best
part of the track.
Now, if only more races would play out like this one!
More Resources
We’ve covered a lot of ground here, but there are also some really good explainer videos and
instructionals available on the OptixEQ website. Here are two useful links that will take you to a series of
videos that showcase all of the OptixPLOT 20/20 features along with some more examples of the
platform in action.
• Basic Explainer Videos: https://optixeq.com/optixplot-20-20/
• Handicapping Samples using OptixPLOT 20/20: https://optixeq.com/optixplot-20-20samples/
[END]
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